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Intake: Weekly (on Monday)
Timetable:

Morning (Monday-Thursday, 8:30-14:30)
Evening (Monday-Friday, 17:00-21:15)

Delivery mode:

Face to face on campus or Online (for COVID-affected learners)

Assessment: Formative (weekly) and summative (monthly)
English level required:

Because you still get nervous when you speak English.
Because you still have to think in your native language and translate.
Because you speak with an accent that people find hard to understand.
Because you can only understand classroom English.
Because you’ve been studying English for years but still not fluent.
Because you want to nail the IELTS or PTE speaking test!
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CONTACT US

Intermediate level or higher (CEFR B1 or higher)

“I can’t hear my own
mistakes. I have no idea
how to fix them.”

“My English sounds
funny and wrong! Words
don’t come out.”

“I still think in my
language; I have to
translate when I speak.”

Block the speaking habits
of your first language

Build new muscle memory
of English speaking habits

Rewire brain by activating
new neural networks

People will understand you
No more repeating yourself
No more embarrassment

You will speak effortlessly
No more speaking funny
No more speaking weird

You will speak fluently
No more long silences
No more translating

10-WEEK COURSE
COURSE STRUCTURE & CONTENT
Week 1

Pronunciation foundation (general American accent)

Week 2

Pronunciation & grammar 1

Week 3

Pronunciation in survival English

Week 4

Every day phrasal verbs

Week 5

Assessment 1 (PTE-based speaking test)

Week 6

Pronunciation foundation (Refresher)

Week 7

Pronunciation & grammar 2

Week 8

Common slang & Idioms

Week 9

Job interviewing skills

Week 10

Assessment 2 (IELTS speaking test)

“It was hard in the
beginning to control my
mouth muscles, but i
didn’t just improve my
speaking and listening,
I improved my life itself
after this course. You just need the 3Ps,
Passion, Practice and...Patrick”
Saori Yoshinaga From Japan
“Thanks to you, I could
change my Uni and
major, actually change
my entire life. You gave
me a lot of confidence in
learning English. It keeps
conversation natural and also helps the
student get more point for the test.”
Je-Hak Yeon From South Korea
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